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I was pleased to discover that our summertime project is precisely what I intended to
accomplish as my creative development this summer! I planned to investigate new artists within
specific genres of photography, and art movements, curate a mini-exhibition based on the artists
I discovered, explore, experiment with techniques and conclude with the curated body of work
displaying my newly acquired skills and knowledge.

Summer Project Research

Abstraction in Photography (2013)
https://youtu.be/CODdp5UPfMA

This informative video is an excellent starting point! Absolutely spot on! Finding it gave me legs
to stand on and confidence. Additionally, it strengthened what I, deep down, already knew and
felt for a very long time. Over many years of following my photography passion, each time I took
slightly (or very) abstract pictures, a particular kind of satisfaction and excitement erupted inside
me, unlike anything else. Exceptional and thrilling, it became something I would seek repeatedly
and constantly. Now it is crystalline to me, I am captivated by ABSTRACT PHOTOGRAPHY.

This comprehensive clip comprises significant abstract and experimental photographers as well
as the likely origin of abstract photography. I decided to research most of the photographers
discussed in this video: Antoine-Henri Becquerel, Pierre Dubreuil, Alvin Coburn, Man Ray,
William Garnett, Herbert List, Jaroslav Rössler,Moholy Nagy, Anton Bragaglia, Erwin
Blumenfeld and Naoya Hatakeyama.

I will investigate further artists found during my research; Brassaï, Andre Kertész, August
Strindberg, Sigmar Polke, Marta Hoepffner, Maurice Tabard, Dora Maar, Paul Horst.

Experimental Photography (2020)
https://youtu.be/ObK_6g8_1g8

Series of ideas for experimental photography utilising glass, liquid, oil, milk plus food colouring,
washing up liquid on cotton buds (an interesting effect that is worth trying out), wine glass as a
filter, phone pinhole camera (created with a piece of cardboard). He also mentioned a few
experimental artists worth checking out (Anna Atkins, Louis Dagert).

Surrealist Photography

The following article, which I found extremely useful, and a great starting point where I found
some great artists I later researched in-depth, is from
https://www.nyfa.edu/student-resources/surrealist-photography/

https://youtu.be/CODdp5UPfMA
https://youtu.be/ObK_6g8_1g8
https://www.nyfa.edu/student-resources/surrealist-photography/


Surrealist photography has come a long way. While Photoshop and other post-processing
programs make it fairly easy to create surrealist photographs, back in the days of darkroom
photography there were no computers to help you. All surrealist effects had to be either done in
camera or in the darkroom – a feat that is not very easy to accomplish. From the famous Man
Ray to the more recent Erik Johansson, it’s interesting to see where surrealist photography
started and what it has morphed into throughout the years.

Man Ray

While Man Ray worked with a wide variety of mediums, he is most well-known for his surrealist
photography and photograms (which he called rayographs). For those not familiar with
photograms, they are photographic images made without a camera. You can create a
photogram yourself by setting yourself up in a darkroom, placing objects on top of photo paper,
and then exposing both the paper and the objects to light. Once you develop the photo paper,
you’ll see that there are white shapes where the objects sat. Photograms are an easy way to get
acquainted with surreal and abstract “photography” in the darkroom.

While Photoshop was not an option in Man Ray’s day (1890-1976), this didn’t stop him from
creating some of the most influential surrealist photographs of all time. He used solarization,
double exposures, montages, and combination printing to create works of art that left
viewers scratching their heads.



Maurice Tabard

Tabard (1897-1984) is another notable surrealist photographer. Like Man Ray, he used the
techniques of solarization, double exposures and montages to create eerie and unnerving
photographic images. He began his work as a portrait, fashion and advertising photographer
while experimenting with surrealist images in his personal work. A room with an eye, a lady who
seems to be turning into a tree, and ghostly solarized portraits are only a small portion of the
surrealist work he created.

Hans Bellmer

Bellmer (1902-1975), born in Germany, is most well known for his unsettling portraits of
mechanical dolls that he created himself. He originally studied engineering and was incredibly
interested in politics, yet gave that up to pursue a career as an artist. He had read about
Surrealism and sent photographs of his dolls to other artists, who immediately praised his work.



This spurred the collaboration with other artists and led to his work on a few more books,
ranging from his own photography to experimental poetry to illustrations of erotic stories.

Dora Maar

Maar (1907-1997) and Picasso studied with Man Ray, which could be why Dora Maar became
so interested in Surrealism. Her famous Portrait of Ubu became well-known within the
Surrealist movement, being a photograph that many have speculated to be an armadillo fetus;
Maar declined to let the public know exactly what the subject of the photograph was. This
photograph is a good example of what Surrealist photography is when it doesn’t include the use
of double exposures or solarization; the image itself is strange and unusual, and while it may be
grotesque, continues to fascinate a wide audience.

An interesting short article that touches upon a few kinds of approaches to surrealist
photography. I absolutely prefer the darkroom and analogue pieces over the digital ones (which
I didn't include in my overview as they make me feel absolutely nothing when I look at them).
Contrary to the real thing that inspires and mesmerises me.

The Adventure of Photography // The Surrealists (2013)
https://youtu.be/aSKHW-7FssY

https://youtu.be/aSKHW-7FssY


Excellent short documentary about the early days and the rise of surrealist photography, with
interviews from one and only Man Ray, who experimented a lot with photographs and
photograms. When he found something interesting, he studied it "and repeated the
experiment, so when you repeat something, it's no longer a matter of luck''.

The documentary covers works of Maurice Tabard, Raul Ubac (invented burning - look into this),
Brassai, Sali, Picasso, Wols, Hans Bellmer, Dora Maar, Eli Lotar, Claude Cahun, Pierre Molinier,
Paul Outerbridge Jr, Horst-Paul, (more temporary) Gerhald Vormwald, Heinet Troendle, William
Wegman, Boyd Webb, Joel-Peter Witkin. It ends with a prodigious declaration "If surrealism
has not changed the world, it has at least changed art. Photography ceased being a mere
recorder of the truth and opened up to the heady mystery of the human spirit".

Other notes from this video: Jean Cocteau (precursor of surrealism), surrealist manifesto 1924,
techniques of solarisation and superimposed photographs.

In this section, I will investigate various unknown or
somewhat familiar to me artists

I resolved to include a short bio with most of them. The reason was that the more I researched
the artists, the more I became inspired not just by their artwork but also by their lives, hence I
found it essential for subjects analysis and personal growth.

Antoine-Henri Becquerel

I studied an article about Henri Becquerel
(https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1903/becquerel/facts/)
When Henri Becquerel investigated the newly discovered X-rays in 1896, it led to studies of how
uranium salts are affected by light. By accident, he discovered that uranium salts spontaneously
emit penetrating radiation that can be registered on a photographic plate. Further studies made
it clear that this radiation was something new and not X-ray radiation: he had discovered a new
phenomenon, radioactivity.

Episode 4 - Henri Becquerel (2019)
https://youtu.be/-0Mg8Bu07fI

Henri Becquerel was interested in fluorescence, which led him to examine uranium. He tested it
on photographic paper and discovered radioactivity. Marie Curie followed these findings, and
Pierre Curie abandoned his research on magnetism to join hers.

https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1903/becquerel/facts/
https://youtu.be/-0Mg8Bu07fI


Antoine-Henri Becquerel, Rays emitted from a radioactive substance through a slitted screen 1903

A photographic plate made by Henri Becquerel shows the effects of exposure to radioactivity. A metal Maltese cross, placed
between the plate and radioactive uranium salt, left a clearly visible shadow on the plate. Henri Becquerel

One of Roentgen's first X-ray photographs -- a colleague's hand (note the wedding ring). The revelation of X-rays fascinated the
public and deeply puzzled scientists

Pierre Dubreuil



Pierre Dubreuil (March 5, 1872 - January 9, 1944) was a French photographer, born in Lille,
who spent his career in France and Belgium. As a pioneer of modernist photography, Dubreuil
embraced innovative techniques and ideas that were celebrated, criticized, and at times,
overlooked. (https://www.wikiart.org/en/pierre-dubreuil)

Alvin Coburn

Alvin Langdon Coburn (June 11, 1882 – November 23, 1966) was an early 20th-century
photographer who became a key figure in the development of American pictorialism. He
became the first major photographer to emphasize the visual potential of elevated viewpoints
and later made some of the first completely abstract photographs.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alvin_Langdon_Coburn)

https://www.wikiart.org/en/pierre-dubreuil


Vortograph, the first completely abstract kind of photograph, composed of kaleidoscopic
repetitions of forms achieved by photographing objects through a triangular arrangement of
three mirrors. Coburn, a member of the Photo-Secession group and a pioneer in nonobjective
photography, invented vortography in 1917 and remained the principal advocate and practitioner
of the technique. Coburn’s experiments with the technique lasted only a short while.
(https://www.britannica.com/technology/vortograph)

Ezra Pound, vortograph by Alvin Langdon Coburn

Alvin Langdon Coburn (2014)
https://youtu.be/KOVcWUQHNC4

Comprehensive overview of Coburn's work from his early days through development to
inventing vortograph and his fascination with Asian culture (which he incorporated in his
photography).

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Photo-Secession
https://www.britannica.com/technology/vortograph
https://youtu.be/KOVcWUQHNC4


Man Ray

Man Ray (born Emmanuel Radnitzky; August 27, 1890 – November 18, 1976). Man Ray was an
accomplished painter, photographer, sculptor, illustrator, filmmaker, inventor, philosopher,
dadaist and surrealist. His family moved to Brooklyn, New York when he was young. He had
known he wanted to be an artist by the time he was seven and pursued it diligently. In high
school, he studied drawing and draftsmanship and was offered a grant to study architecture, but
did not accept it.

"I have finally freed myself from the sticky medium of paint, and am working directly with
light itself.” So enthused Man Ray in 1922, shortly after his first experiments with camera-less
photography. He remains well known for these images, commonly called photograms but which
he dubbed “rayographs” in a punning combination of his own name and the word
“photograph.”(...) in his photograms, Man Ray embraced the possibilities for irrational
combinations and chance arrangements of objects, emphasizing the abstraction of images
made in this way.

Man Ray’s artistic beginnings came some years earlier, in the Dada movement. Shaped by the
trauma of World War I and the emergence of a modern media culture—epitomized by
advancements in communication technologies like radio and cinema—Dada artists shared a
profound disillusionment with traditional modes of art making and often turned instead to
experimentations with chance and spontaneity. In The Rope Dancer Accompanies Herself with
Her Shadows, Man Ray based the large, colour-block composition on the random arrangement
of scraps of coloured paper scattered on the floor. The painting evinces a number of interests
that the artist would carry into his photographic work: negative space and shadows; the partial
surrender of compositional decisions to accident; and, in its precise, hard-edged application of
unmodulated colour, the removal of traces of the artist’s hand.
(https://iphf.org/inductees/man-ray-emmanuel-radnitsky/), (https://www.moma.org/artists/3716)

https://www.moma.org/collection/terms/28
https://www.moma.org/collection/works/78580
https://www.moma.org/collection/works/78580
https://iphf.org/inductees/man-ray-emmanuel-radnitsky/
https://www.moma.org/artists/3716


“Crimes against Photography”: Man Ray and the Rayograph (2017)
https://youtu.be/2umyxWJslJY

This short video speaks of Duchamp's and Ray's relationship and their influence on one
another, collaborations (Duchamp's 'ready made'), Ray's move to Paris and his unplanned
becoming a portrait photographer (to make a living). During his exploration of the photographic
medium, he stumbled upon photograms, and well, the rest is history, right?

The complete Man Ray | Exhibitions | Showcase (2018)
https://youtu.be/KzjYyPPk7TQ

Exhibition of Man Ray's work in Vienna, covering an array of his work.

Man Ray - Short Film (2014)
https://youtu.be/HjmdXK5zbak

A subtitled overview of Ray's works that includes his progress from painting to photography
(which Ray considers to be the same thing). The video mentions ''School of Paris'' (filmography,
innovation, provocation, change). ''Surrealism - artistic movement born in Paris in the '20s, and
inserted the concept of the vanguard that would define modernism in the period between two
wars''.

''The movement is strongly influenced by psychoanalytic theories of Sigmund Freud''.

''Surrealism is a combination of the representative, the abstract, the unreal and the
unconscious. Among many of its methodologies are the collage and automatic writing''.

https://youtu.be/2umyxWJslJY
https://youtu.be/KzjYyPPk7TQ
https://youtu.be/HjmdXK5zbak


''According to the surrealists, art should break loose the demands of logic and reason
and go beyond everyday consciousness, seeking to express the world of the
unconscious and dreams''.

Man Ray: Emak-Bakia (1926)
https://youtu.be/ezkw2i8INlU

An abstract journey into the subconscious that provoked many feelings and evoked many
memories. Bizarre and wonderful, familiar yet unknown. Made my heart beat faster and made
me feel uneasy, but I can't pin down whether it's in a good or bad way. I think it's a positive thing,
the ambiguity of sensations, not many things in life provoke this kind of melange of emotions
and experiences.

Man Ray - Emmanuel Radnitzky - Dadaism & surrealism (2014)
https://youtu.be/4Lk57X1O0cE

Notes from this video: no hierarchy or order to his artistic endeavours, from photography to
painting to sculpture (unrestricted artistry, in my opinion). Cubism in his abstract paintings
intentionally draws viewers attention to something else, something other than what they are!
(genius, I say). AEROGRAPH! The video follows Man Ray's career, showing examples of his
work from the beginning in the USA to his flourishing in Paris, then back in the USA as he had
run away from war (he hid his paintings in the floors of his and his friend's house, and it all
survived!). Return to Paris and continuation of outstanding work.

Herbert List

"The pictures I took spontaneously - with a bliss-like sensation as if they had long
inhabited my unconscious - were often more powerful than those I had painstakingly
composed. I grasped their magic as in passing"
Herbert List

Herbert List (7 October 1903 – 4 April 1975) was a German photographer, who worked for
magazines, including Vogue, Harper's Bazaar, and Life, and was associated with Magnum
Photos. His austere, classically posed black-and-white compositions, particularly his homoerotic
male nudes, taken in Italy and Greece being influential in modern photography and
contemporary fashion photography. Herbert List was a classically educated artist who combined
a love of photography with a fascination for surrealism and classicism. Full bio at
https://www.magnumphotos.com/photographer/herbert-list/.

https://youtu.be/ezkw2i8INlU
https://youtu.be/4Lk57X1O0cE
https://www.magnumphotos.com/photographer/herbert-list/


Herbert List, Greece 1937 (2016)

https://youtu.be/Bm-iBclIGoM

Italy (1940-1950) by Herbert List (II / 2) | Takkin Quartet (2009)

https://youtu.be/JDCCiFQz08k

Jaroslav Rössler

In 1917 Jaroslav Rössler (1902 - 1990) began his career as an apprentice in the Prague studio
of Frantisek Drtikol, where he learned the techniques of oil, bromoil, pigment and other printing
techniques. From 1923 to 1925, he also made a series of his own photographs, using contrasts
of geometrical areas of light, shade and reflections with different shades of black, grey and white
tones, and geometric shapes cut from paper and cardboard.

In the mid 1920s Rössler went to Paris to enlarge his photographic experience by working in
some of the city's well-known studios. While in Paris he continued his photographic
experiments, and his picture poems, photographs, collages and drawings influenced by Cubism
were occasionally published in avant-garde periodicals.

In 1935, Rössler was expelled from France as a suspicious foreigner after being jailed for
photographing a street demonstration. He returned to Prague, opened a portrait studio, and for
many years gave up his own creative work. He resumed working in the mid 1950s, in some
ways continuing his older work, especially in photomontage and geometrically harmonized
compositions with strong shadows.

Although Rössler's work includes some of the most progressive and earliest examples of the
application of abstract tendencies in creative photography, it remained little known even in his
own country until the mid 1960s and 1970s.

https://youtu.be/Bm-iBclIGoM
https://youtu.be/JDCCiFQz08k




Radůza/9. Ocelový město/Jaroslav Rössler (2017)

https://youtu.be/PXXxEreYXKQ

Probably a discovery of a year for me. I think I could do a whole assignment just on Rossler. I
am in awe and completely mesmerised by his photography, which I think about frequently. Since
discovering him, I bought three books about him and his craft, one coming all the way from
America!

https://youtu.be/PXXxEreYXKQ


László Moholy Nagy

"The enemy of photography is the convention, the fixed rules of 'how to do'. The
salvation of photography comes from the experiment."                                         László
Moholy-Nagy

An extensive article on this artist at
https://www.theartstory.org/artist/moholy-nagy-laszlo/artworks/, https://www.moholy-nagy.org/

László Moholy-Nagy is arguably one of the greatest influences on post-war art education in the
United States. A modernist and a restless experimentalist from the outset, the Hungarian-born
artist was shaped by Dadaism, Suprematism, Constructivism, and debates about photography.
When Walter Gropius invited him to teach at the Bauhaus, in Dessau, Germany, he took over
the school's crucial preliminary course and gave it a more practical, experimental, and
technological bent. He later delved into various fields, from commercial design to theatre set
design, and also made films and worked as a magazine art director. But his greatest legacy was
the version of Bauhaus teaching he brought to the United States, where he established the
highly influential Institute of Design in Chicago.

Moholy-Nagy believed that humanity could only defeat the fracturing experience of
modernity - only feel whole again - if it harnessed the potential of new technologies.
Artists should transform into designers, and through specialization and experimentation
find the means to answer humanity's needs.

His interest in photography encouraged his belief that artists' understanding of vision had to
specialize and modernize. Artists used to be dependent on the tools of perspective drawing, but
with the advent of the camera they had to learn to see again. They had to renounce the
classical training of previous centuries, which encouraged them to think about the history of art
and to reproduce old formulas and experiment with vision, thus stretching human capacity to
new tasks.

Moholy-Nagy's interest in qualities of space, time, and light endured throughout his career and
transcended the very different media he employed. Whether he was painting or creating
"photograms" (photographs made without the use of a camera or negative) or crafting
sculptures made of transparent Plexiglass, he was ultimately interested in studying how all
these basic elements interact.

From 1923 to 1928, Moholy-Nagy taught at the Bauhaus, an influential school of architecture
and industrial design that provided students with groundwork in all of the visual arts. His
recruitment to the faculty marked a turning point in the school's direction since he was given
control of the school's crucial preliminary course, or Vorkurs. Rather than endorsing the
individualism of Expressionist painting, he introduced a new emphasis on the unity of art and
technology. Moholy-Nagy's gregarious disposition made him a natural teacher. He taught the
metal workshop, taking over from Paul Klee, which designed a line of lighting fixtures under his
direction that are still in use today.

https://www.theartstory.org/movement/dada/
https://www.theartstory.org/movement/suprematism/
https://www.theartstory.org/movement/constructivism/
https://www.theartstory.org/artist/gropius-walter/
https://www.theartstory.org/movement/bauhaus/
https://www.theartstory.org/movement/expressionism/
https://www.theartstory.org/artist/klee-paul/


The Legacy of László Moholy-Nagy

Moholy-Nagy's influence on modern art is felt broadly in several disciplines. Along with the other
emigres from the Bauhaus, he succeeded in instilling a modern aesthetic into modern design.
His impact was felt most strongly by his students, but his use of modern materials and
technology impressed other young designers, including Charles Eames, who visited the New
Bauhaus while studying at the Cranbrook Academy of Art. In addition, by combining
photography with typography to create what he called the typo-photo, Moholy-Nagy is
considered by many to be the initializer of modern graphic design.

Moholy-Nagy's influence on photography is felt equally through his writings as through his
photographs and photomontages. His first Bauhaus book established photography as a fine art
equal to painting. His experiments in light and shadow reinforced photography's value as a
subjective medium, and therefore an artistic medium, rather than simply a means to document
reality.



László Moholy-Nagy: Proto-Conceptual Artist (2014)

https://youtu.be/l7iKw2Qtr6w

A short overview of Moholy-Nagy's work.

''Coinciding with the Bauhaus centenary, Hattula Moholy-Nagy and Daniel Hug, the daughter
and grandson of László Moholy-Nagy, consider the lasting impact of the artist’s work today.
Hauser & Wirth’s exhibition in London dedicated to Moholy-Nagy examines his influence as a

https://youtu.be/l7iKw2Qtr6w


proto-conceptualist, whose work interrogated the role of the art object and the artist in society,
anticipating questions posed by subsequent generations of artists.''

THE NEW BAUHAUS - The Life & Legacy of Moholy-Nagy | Exclusive preview (2021)

https://youtu.be/7HUe9FTkbCE

''An odyssey through the life and legacy of László Moholy-Nagy, the innovative artist and
educator whose pioneering approach to integrating technology into design continues to
influence and inspire. In the 1920s, rising artist László Moholy-Nagy taught at the revolutionary
Bauhaus school in Weimar, Germany, alongside luminaries like Paul Klee, Josef Albers, Anni
Albers, Gunta Stolzl, Wassily Kandinsky, and Marcel Breuer. An upstart within this esteemed
group, Moholy established himself as a visionary, and the approach he developed while
teaching became the ethos of his work: training artists to live "happier lives in modernity".''

This video speaks of Moholo-Nagy's versatility as an artist.

''(Question) Mr Moholo-Nagy, what is your attitude towards art today? (Answer) I do not believe
so much in art as in mankind. Every man reveals himself. Much of it is art.'' (0:3-0:20).
Then talks about how Moholy-Nagy started the new Bauhaus in Chicago, the school that would
work for ''the social betterment of all citizens through art''. Also, covers his recruitment and
extensive and multi-disciplinary work at Bauhaus.

''Abstract art was always seen as not just provocative but revolutionary''.

''You make abstract art not because it looks pretty. You make abstract art because you
want to change the world (…) the way that we interface with the world is shaped by how
we see it.''

Just an excellent preview and I ended up buying the film (of course, I have a soft spot for
documentaries).

Moholy-Nagy, Laszlo: Light Space Modulator (2020)

https://youtu.be/nGfwQoMgX3Q

https://youtu.be/7HUe9FTkbCE
https://youtu.be/nGfwQoMgX3Q


Anton Bragaglia

Anton Giulio Bragaglia (a full article at
https://www.moma.org/interactives/objectphoto/artists/16790.html) was the intellectual leader of
Italian Futurist photography; he made his photographs in collaboration with his younger brother
Arturo Bragaglia. Anton Giulio completed his scholastic education at the local seminary in his
Italian hometown; however, his artistic training was developed as an assistant, alongside his
brothers, in his father Francesco Bragaglia film production company in Rome.

https://www.moma.org/interactives/objectphoto/artists/16790.html


Anton Giulio Bragaglia meets Erik Satie. Gnossienne No. 1 (2015)

https://youtu.be/gpp0kLbkcCQ

A short video overview of Bragaglia's photodynamic work.

Anton Giulio Bragaglia | Thaïs (Futurism Film) Itália 1917

https://youtu.be/6G01_2zhulg

Thaïs is a 1917 Italian silent film directed by Anton Giulio Bragaglia. The movie is the sole
surviving Italian Futurist film and is currently kept at the Cinémathèque Française. It is not based
on the novel of the same name by Anatole France. More about the film at
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tha%C3%AFs_(1917_Italian_film)

Photodynamism Movement Photography with Blackout Technique (2013)

https://youtu.be/O_QzHoThyZE

https://youtu.be/gpp0kLbkcCQ
https://youtu.be/6G01_2zhulg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Italian_futurism_in_cinema
https://youtu.be/O_QzHoThyZE


A great short video with instructions on how to take a photodynamic image.

Erwin Blumenfeld

“Photography is so easy a medium to use, the box camera, a roll of film, a snap – a
picture! Photography, the art, is so immensely difficult because it is so easy to get a
picture of sorts. One must work hard to smuggle anything into a photograph other than
record keeping.”

Erwin
Blumenfeld

Erwin Blumenfeld is one of the most influential photographers of the twentieth century. An
experimenter and innovator, he produced an extensive body of work including drawings,
collages, portraits and nudes, celebrity portraiture, advertising campaigns and his renowned
fashion photography both in black and white and color. (www.erwinblumenfeld.com)

“No medium of expression is art unless it becomes a vehicle for successfully
transmitting an emotion from the one using to the one viewing it – and if it does this what
difference is there what raw materials are used?”

Erwin
Blumenfeld

http://www.erwinblumenfeld.com


Beauty in Motion: The Films of Erwin Blumenfeld (2011)

''A montage of Erwin Blumenfeld’s experimental beauty films, resurrected from the archives by
the German-born photographer’s son Henri.''

https://www.nowness.com/story/erwin-blumenfeld-at-hyeres

A complete short review of Blumenfeld's work. He took many photographs altered with mirrors
and various materials, which I love, and find very inspiring and timeless. I think he was
absolutely ahead of his time.

Erwin Blumenfeld Documentary (2013)

https://youtu.be/tPtwcbEL74c

A full overview of Blumenfeld's work talks about his death (potential suicide), obsession with
beautiful women, and his migration to New York as a German Jew escaping from the nazis
(which set up his career). I found it very sweet and clever that he used to ask models just before
he took a shoot, ''will you marry me?'' (genius), he said, it softens their faces.

Erwin Blumenfeld 7 Images That Changed Fashion Photography (2015)

https://youtu.be/W2gRuDqpacs

“...no mirror - no art. no echo - no music... we are doubles - without a mirror I would have
never become a human being...”

https://www.nowness.com/story/erwin-blumenfeld-at-hyeres
https://youtu.be/tPtwcbEL74c
https://youtu.be/W2gRuDqpacs


Erwin
Blumenfeld

André Kertész

I covered André Kertész before, but I wanted to put together a few inspirational photographs to
my abstract collection.

https://huxleyparlour.com/artists/andre-kertesz/

Brassaï

I chose Brassai for my collection, as next to his iconic and mesmerising images of Paris, he
dabbled in an abstract side of photography. I am speaking, of course, about his graffiti series,
which is unlike anything else he has done, bizarre, fascinating and thought-provoking.

https://huxleyparlour.com/artists/andre-kertesz/


This black and white silver gelatin print is one of a group of eleven photographs in Tate’s
collection from Hungarian photographer Brassaï’s extensive series Graffiti, begun in the 1930s
and continuing into the 1960s. The photographs were taken in Paris and, as the title suggests,
depict close-ups of graffiti carved into and painted onto walls around the city. Brassaï worked on
the series alongside other projects for three decades, culminating in the publication of the
photobook Graffiti in 1961. Brassaï’s graffiti images were first published in the Surrealist
magazine Le Minotaure in 1933, and exhibited at the Museum of Modern Art, New York in 1956,
in a show organized by the American photographer and curator Edward Steichen
(18979–1973). More at http://www.artnet.com/artists/brassaï/
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/brassai-graffiti-p80980

Marta Hoepffner

Marta Hoepffner (German photographer), the niece of Hugo Ball, was one of the small group of
photographers who remained in Germany under Nazism, which resulted in continuity between
the avant-garde photographic research of the 1920s and that of the postwar period. Her abstract
photos mingle references to pictorial abstraction with the techniques of the New Vision
movement in photography. Her training at the Frankfurt School of Art (1929–33) proved a
determining factor; Frankfurt had become the new centre of modernity in Germany, rivalling the
flourishing cultural scenes of Berlin and Weimar. After studying photography under Willi
Baumeister, who taught his students about the work of László Moholy-Nagy, Man Ray, and
Herbert Bayer, Hoepffner quickly turned to experimental photography. Moholy- Nagy’s book

https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/brassai-graffiti-p80980


Painting, Photography, Film (1925) propelled her further down this road. Thanks to her studies,
she was familiar with the photographic techniques of the avant-garde, such as solarization,
multiple exposure, double exposure, and photomontage, although she still remained attached to
the pictorial medium. (https://awarewomenartists.com/en/artiste/marta-hoepffner/)

Dora Maar

Great article on Maar's artistic journey at
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/dora-maar-15766/seven-things-know-dora-maar

https://awarewomenartists.com/en/artiste/marta-hoepffner/
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/dora-maar-15766/seven-things-know-dora-maar


Maurice Tabard

Maurice Tabard (July 12, 1897 – February 23, 1984) was a French photographer. Tabard was
one of the leading photographers of the Surrealist movement, which he entered under the
influence of his friend, American photographer Man Ray. His work was well known for
incorporating solarization, superimposition and photomontage.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maurice_Tabard)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/France
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surrealism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Man_Ray
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sabattier_effect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superimposition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maurice_Tabard


Naoya Hatakeyama

Bio at https://www.takaishiigallery.com/en/archives/5925/

https://www.takaishiigallery.com/en/archives/5925/


The Work of Japanese photographer Naoya Hatakeyama (2012)

https://youtu.be/wyO0UxxM2HI

''But there aren't that many places in the world where no people have been
before. With a camera, just by changing your angle or changing your
perspective a little bit, it looks like someplace people haven't been.''

Naoya
Hatakeyama

Naoya Hatakeyama: Personal Landscapes (2016)

https://youtu.be/wyO0UxxM2HI


https://youtu.be/n2cWH_XJ5oQ

Contemporary artists that I follow

KEISOT A london based artist and his newest ('20) creation.

''With Keisot, I capture the ordinary. Working with motion, light and abstract
patterns, I turn these shots into imaginative and mysterious stories. I create an
escape for the viewer; to explore an alternate perspective. Intentional camera
movement is intuitive for me.'' https://www.keisot.com/

I really like this sort of artistic expression and admire this artist's artwork. It led me
to discover ICM (intentional camera movement), with which I intend to experiment
in the future and cover in my research.

Simona black and white ICM https://www.instagram.com/siart21/

https://youtu.be/n2cWH_XJ5oQ
https://www.keisot.com/
https://www.instagram.com/siart21/


Visual artist acrylic painting painting on glass, digital art, photography and more
https://www.instagram.com/simonasasart/

tito.ghiglione https://www.instagram.com/tito.ghiglione/

https://www.instagram.com/simonasasart/%20%20%20%20simonasasart
https://www.instagram.com/simonasasart/
https://www.instagram.com/tito.ghiglione/


Armadillo Media https://www.instagram.com/armadillomediaproductions/

A Manchester-based artist that I stumbled upon on Instagram. I really like his work, and we got
along online, also he lives locally, so I suggested meeting, as we are passionate about the
same thing. We met, and it was a valuable experience for me, as it is so important to me to
meet like-minded people passionate about abstract photography. Also, it confirmed that you
could make any contacts if you take things into your hands and you are proactive.

https://www.instagram.com/armadillomediaproductions/


Additional research

ICM Photography Tutorial – Intentional Camera Movement (2019)

https://youtu.be/FfKLo4jIAIY

5 TIPS for Intentional Camera Movement (ICM) Photography (2020)

https://youtu.be/2IHTbPx-0pA

I read an interesting (and very cynical) article in the Guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2018/may/06/shape-of-lights-100-years-photograph
y-abstract-art-tate-modern-review, which fundamentally criticises the exhibition in the review.
The feature starts with (oh what an excellent start) "An endless procession of mundane,
repetitive photographs dominate a show that can’t even decide what ‘abstract’ actually means''.

The rest of it continued in this tone: "Take a picture of a slab of concrete in crazy closeup.
Photograph beer bottle caps arranged on a dark surface so they resemble an array of shining
dots. Crouch at the foot of some very tall trees and point your lens directly upwards, so that the
uppermost leaves appear like dark smudges against a pale expanse. Work only, and always, in
black and white".  I believe it is so crucial to read and inform yourself on the opposite point of
view. The younger me would probably not read the article after the first, very negative
sentence, present Ela, was curious. Curious of what is on the other side, intrigued by the
contrary, extremely critical view. I deem it essential to learn what people entirely different to you
think about your subject and practice area. Through learning about their contradictory opinions,
I can develop a deeper understanding of the whole spectrum of viewpoints on the topic. The
article goes on " (…) But hold on to these early photographs, so potent and beautiful. For what

https://youtu.be/FfKLo4jIAIY
https://youtu.be/2IHTbPx-0pA
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2018/may/06/shape-of-lights-100-years-photography-abstract-art-tate-modern-review
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2018/may/06/shape-of-lights-100-years-photography-abstract-art-tate-modern-review


follows is a tide of academic exercises, science projects, technical and visual experiments, with
only the occasional triumph and a quite startling degree of repetition". I, of course, sympathise
with the artists that were exhibited there (as well as curators who were equally targeted).
However, I found it insightful to familiarise myself with this extreme opposing opinion (there are
many abstract artists that I haven't heard of mentioned in this article, and I will refer to it for
more info).

Amazing article on my research subject. I love how this feature brings science to explain the
concept of the abstract: Defining Abstract Photography
https://www.ideelart.com/magazine/abstract-photography

Dada and Surrealism: Europe After the Rain documentary (1978) (2018)

https://youtu.be/sdBaS8fgwNs

Dada: The Original Art Rebels documentary (2016) (2018)

https://youtu.be/ed1NfFMkYmE

Books I read for my research:

Futurism & Photography: Giovanni Lista
Dada and Surrealism: Robert Short
Experimental Photography a Handbook of Techniques: Marco Antonini, Sergio Minniti, Francisco Gomez,
Gabriele Lungarella, Luca Bendandi
John Blakemore: British Image nr 3 John Blakemore
Czechoslovakian photography: Jaromir Funke, Jaroslav Rössler

I spent three months researching abstract photography, and I had such an excellent time. I
think I really grew from it, feeling very stimulated and inspired. My first roll of film that I shot
during the summer, motivated by everything that I read and saw came out incredible, I was
over the moon! Consequently, I feel my feet strongly on the ground and have a clear sense of
direction, very, very exciting!

https://www.ideelart.com/magazine/abstract-photography
https://youtu.be/sdBaS8fgwNs
https://youtu.be/ed1NfFMkYmE


MMU FIRST YEAR











Based on a year of development at MMU and my underlining love for the bizarre and obscure
that unfolded and evolved throughout years of photographing, I focused on the theme of
experimental, abstract, surrealist and camera-less photography (photograms, lumen prints,
cliche verre etc), as well as techniques utilised within these genres; double/multi-exposure,
solarisation, overlaying negatives, superimposing and many more.

EXHIBITION 391

391 explores Sigmund Freud's theory of the unconscious according to which contradictory ideas
coexist side by side. Furthermore, they do not have degrees of certainty in the same way that
conscious concepts do, for that reason, Ela Skorska considers it to be a gateway to the most
unadulterated form of expression. Profoundly influenced by surrealism, futurism, abstract and
Dada movement, Ela experiments with techniques and compositions to draw with light and
mirror the creations of her subconscious mind onto photographic paper. Motivated by the notion
of infinite interpretations inextricable to abstract art, Ela seeks to captivate and liberate the
viewer by unlocking the cognisance to representations and mesmerise by blending the line
between photography and painting. Significantly influenced by geometry ubiquitous in all art
forms, she investigates the fascinating symbiosis between it, the abstract, and the mind.
Accidental abstract photography created by French engineer and physicist Antoine-Henri



Becquerel was an immense source of inspiration. It led Ela to explorations with the chance,
which inspired her methods of work, from flâneur chasing the light to short photographic
sessions in a small, designated area, Ela discovered not just entirely new ways of work but
herself. Equally, the aesthetics of Czechoslovakian avant-garde artist Jaroslav Rossler,
surrealists Dora Maar and Maurice Tabard had a crucial influence on Ela's perception,
deepened her understanding of light, and gave her a unique vision, which she manifests in this
exhibition.

JAROSLAV ROSSLER



ERWIN BLUMENFELD

DORA MAAR



MAURICE TABARD                                          ANTOINE -HENRI BECQUEREL

TITO GHIGLIONE



I was a silent witness to the world's beauty that was brought to life by the
illumination of light. I have found the voice to speak to you about the
exquisiteness I am experiencing, and I hope that equipped with it, I can
draw with light the magnitude of this world so we can recognize and awe in
it together.

ELZBIETA SKORSKA









EXPLORE AND EXPERIMENT WORKSHOPS

Relfective Journal Overview EE1 2021 ELZBIETA SKORSKA.pdf
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PLACE WORKSHOP WITH SYLVIA WALTERING

DAY ONE

We commenced the workshop with an engaging presentation from Sylvia. She introduced us to
various artists that investigate the theme of place and space. We discussed what these words
mean to us, although there is a general agreement on what they represent, I feel like people
have a very fluid concept of these terms and interpret them differently, freely, interchangeably,
and subjectively.

What place and space are to me? I guess I believe that anything around us could be considered
a space. A space in which we live, including space and time, outward and inward like
head-space. We can occupy spaces with presence, thoughts or ideas, and that is what makes
them places. For example, I look at a space where two white walls meet illuminated by sunlight,
creating shadows and consequently a striking abstract geometrical image. At this moment, it
ceases to be a space and becomes a place of creation, inspiration and satisfaction (especially if
I can produce a photograph that truly reflects what I am seeing and experiencing, not just the
visual side of it, but successfully projecting the feeling of that moment). To conclude, a space for
me is/means the potential, while a place is the big bang of ideas exploding into something,
where everything comes together. Whether it is the idea of love, family, friendship, art, serenity

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FsTpprksyYSKJBrmnfJypAWwqjOkOPKP/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NQlmUxmoQTQ3cxfE_eS4mZKgnCqMa5Iq/view?usp=sharing


or anything else I can imagine, it's all created in the potential of space into something more
defined and exciting.
During today's workshop, we were building a den. Encouraged by our tutor, we rummaged
through the art school in search of materials. Throughout the construction, we questioned
ourselves what place (especially the one that we were building) meant to us and how it made us
feel. For me, it was a pure and liberating experience that brought up a lot of joy and warm
feelings of comfort, innocence and playfulness we all experienced as children. When I look back
at some of my childhood memories, it's like watching a movie, and the ones with the den in
them were definitely one of the happiest ones to view.

We finished the day by analysing taken photos and preparing them to print the following day of
the workshop.

Building Den (2021)
https://vimeo.com/635614558

https://vimeo.com/635614558


DAY TWO OF PLACE WORKSHOP

We started our day by exploring the space around Manchester. With a flaneur approach, we
wandered the streets according to chance (rolling dice, pulling cards dictating the movement).
At each stop, we performed tasks (sensory like smelling, hearing etc, or physical like making a
video, taking photographs, collecting something etc) at each stop, every 5 minutes for about a
couple of hours.

Stop 1

At this stop, I got the task of recording a video. I captured a wonderful moment of wind talking
and vibrating the water.

Wind Talk (2021)
https://vimeo.com/631385151

Stop 2

https://vimeo.com/631385151


An audio recording of SMELL task from Stop 2
Smell

Stop 3

Stop 4

Stop 5

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1f_w8S9JEcun--tS2wWK3jfuNRmY8thoR/view?usp=sharing


At this stop, I was given another video assignment.

The World is Spinning (2021)
https://vimeo.com/631407030

During the walk we went past a small community library box so I picked up a random book that
caught my eye. Later on, I used it for my DUST project, hence the missing cover.

My favourite images from that day

https://vimeo.com/631407030


First time I hung my art on the wall for everyone to see. I am not going to lie, it felt good and a
great sign of things to come!

Research

I studied how to perform a good quality interview.

‘How to Interview ‘’Almost’’ Anyone | Mike Dronkers | TEDxHumboldtBay (2015)

https://youtu.be/WDOQBPYEaNs

I researched the work of several artists mentioned in the PLACE workshop presentation in
preparation for my response project.: Marjolaine Ryley, Bert Teunissen, Carrie Mae Weems,
Laura Blight, Laura Letinsky, Wolgang Tillmans, Michael Landy, Anna Fox, Henk Wildschut,
Jana Sophia Nolle,
Edmund Clarke, and Rachel Whiteread

https://youtu.be/WDOQBPYEaNs


PLACE WORKSHOP RESPONSE PROJECT

I thoroughly enjoyed this very investigative workshop. I thought about multiple possibilities to
respond to it and considered the following options: photographic endeavour, small sculpture
project, poem and a video clip. With a theme of experimentation, I settled on producing a short,
interview-based video. I have never interviewed anyone before, so it was an engaging
experience for me. I have to say, I really enjoyed it and felt comfortable doing it. Also, on
rewatching my interviews, I think I have done quite a decent job at giving people a space to talk
without saying much/asking too much, which I think is very important. I listen to many podcasts
and talks, and there is nothing worse than the interviewer that does not give his guests space to



develop their thoughts. Building on this experience, I imagine I will pursue this way of work
again, as I really enjoyed it and would like to explore it more.

Considering my contemplations about what place and space mean to me, I began to wonder
about the extensive ambiguity of these words and how many different interpretations there might
be, individually and relatively perceived and addressed by various people. It led me to create a
video for my one-week response to the PLACE workshop.

I asked several people, on the spot, what is their favourite place. I wanted quick, visceral
answers instead of well thought through responses. Just when it seemed so straightforward, I
added a slight complication by asking, what is their favourite space, to see how they stand next
to each other, how they differ and how they integrate.
I aimed to create a collection of potential meanings of these two words and reveal how we
sometimes see the world entirely differently when looking at/thinking of the same thing. I aspire
to determine that we have alternate realities within the reality that we all agree upon.

PLACE workshop project (2021)
https://vimeo.com/638823035

DUST WORKSHOP WITH ALAN JONES

To begin our experiment with the DUST workshop, Alan gave us a few things to watch, read,
consider and do. Firstly he brought our attention to Marco Breuer.

''Marco Breuer is one of the most innovative contemporary artists working in photography today.
He is well known for using an extensive range of processes to extract abstract and visually
compelling images from photographic materials. Line of Sight comprises a selection of
photographs made by Breuer and placed in dialogue with objects from de Young’s permanent
collection. Selected and installed by the artist in a compressed time period of 48 hours, Breuer
sets up a dynamic exchange between the works of art, the collecting practices of the institution,
and the viewing habits of museum visitors. The single-gallery exhibition is part of the Collection
Connections program of Cultural Encounters.''
(https://deyoung.famsf.org/deyoung/exhibitions/marco-breuer-line-sight)

Installation of Marco Breuer: Line of Sight, de Young 2011 (2016)
https://youtu.be/GT_3SfAx-O4

''I was very careful to really let the installation happen in the 48-hour time frame that we set for it
so that I would remain open to discoveries (...)''.

https://vimeo.com/638823035
https://deyoung.famsf.org/deyoung/exhibitions/marco-breuer-line-sight
https://youtu.be/GT_3SfAx-O4


''It's not my job to spell everything out, I think that's an illustration, and that's not what I
do.''

I admire the attitude that Breuer has towards his craft. He has a vague plan while keeping things
open, the outcome is undefined in advance. Also, I relate to his stance on ''not spelling
everything out'' to the viewer, which gives curiosity to his artwork.

Consider the relationship between the history and his dialogue to find a way to work with
it…He says’’ this is not illustrative’’, a key thought to how we will work.

Research

Gabriel Orozco

Gabriel Orozco (Jalapa, 1962) grew up in Mexico City in the cultural milieu of the Mexican left
which was linked to muralism, photography and the political literature of the sixties and
seventies. He studied at the Escuela Nacional de Artes Plasticas at the Universidad Nacional
Autonoma de Mexico and the Circulo de Bellas Artes in Madrid. He currently lives and works
mainly in Tokyo and Mexico City. Orozco gained his reputation in the early 1990s with his
exploration of drawing, photography, sculpture, installation, and expanding later to include
painting. His work blurs the boundaries of art with everyday realities and often balances
complex geometry with organic materials and elements of chance.
His work blurs the boundaries of art with everyday realities and often balances complex
geometry with organic materials and elements of chance.
(https://www.mariangoodman.com/artists/56-gabriel-orozco/)

This recommended article,
https://www.thewhitereview.org/feature/gabriel-orozco-cosmic-matter-and-other-leftovers/, talks
about Gabriel Orozco’s artistic practice, which is described as ''an aesthetic of the trace''.

‘To live, means to leave traces'. Walter Benjamin

''People do leave traces in their wake: the refuse and detritus of history; the variegated
remnants of daily life; or dust. A trace is ephemeral, a locus of ambivalence suspended in the
unstable space between construction and dispersal, presence and absence. A trace is very
little, almost nothing. But it is also an index of life [...] ''.

https://www.mariangoodman.com/artists/56-gabriel-orozco/


Gabriel Orozco at Tate Modern (2011)
https://youtu.be/LwF9nTEB84k

I admire how Orozco speaks about his process of making his art, using simple ideas and simple
materials (vs large, complicated installations), followed up with an empowering statement ''
everybody can do that''.

TASKS FOR FIRST DAY OF DUST WORKSHOP

Task 1 – I want you to find something in your current space NOW! Stare at it, study it, see how
it holds a history whether it be new or old! Make some notes about it trace it, photograph it in
situ. Then place it against a white background elevate it to its own state... create a history,
factual or fictional. Bring that with you on Monday we can discuss this.

Notes and analysis of the skull

A skull I found in Devon in a field or woods. I don't remember exactly, as it was quite a few years
ago. I reckon it's a sheep's skull. We went for a long and lovely walk, and we got a bit lost in the
woods, which was fun till it got to the point that in a few hours, it would be dark. We found our
way back by following the sound of a crow, as I decided that crows are our friends and they will
help us. True story, they did save us that day. All that time, I carried that skull around in my
t-shirt as I didn't have any bag to put it in. Since then, it lived with me in the van, then the boat,
being a constant feature and a weird souvenir, I guess. It lives next to the fireplace, so it gathers
a lot of dust, not just from the boat life but from being next to the fire. I sometimes wash it, but at
the moment, it is covered in dust, dirt and even cobwebs. The teeth on the skull are moving up
and down, which is very bizarre. When I shake it, it rattles a bit. I feel like there are some new
holes of disintegration on the top left of the skull that I don't remember seeing before, but I might
be wrong. Perhaps I never paid as close attention to the details of this skull till today's analysis?
When I look inside it through the back, I see some light coming through from both sides. It came
a long way from Devon, drove around in the van, travelled through Europe to Poland and
France, lived in Cambridge, Stone, Manchester, and cruised the waterways of the UK. I will

https://youtu.be/LwF9nTEB84k


never know how this sheep died, but I celebrate its life by making it a part of mine and bringing
back memories of living in Devon, as well as living in the van and the boat.

I think that, through this simple activity, I learned that objects acquire a whole new life when
looked at closely and given enough attention. They can and will shift your perspective. A
valuable lesson indeed.

Skull elevated in its own state against a white background

Task 2: I want you to get some Sellotape and place it on the carpet/tiles/walls flooring and bring
the “mucky’’ tape to the session on Monday (forensic).



Two out of four pieces of tape I originally made, the other two went missing in the process.
Task 3: consider these thoughts:

‘’How big are we in the space we occupy now, and how small are we in the space we don’t ‘’

In the space that we occupy now, we are definitely an integral part of it. We live in it, and we
arrange it, move things, throw away stuff and bring new ones into it. We are an element of it but
also, in a sense, a creator, or should I say a significant contributor to its existence. We live in
symbiosis, and we only materialize because of each other’s existence. Yet without it, we are
lost, just a human in the open-wide world looking for the space to occupy. Is it in our genes to do
so? We used to move all the time looking for food to forage and shelter to rest. I guess it’s just
part of evolution (and not for everyone, some still have a strong urge to live this way).
Nowadays, people are obsessed with occupying space in one way or the other.

In the space we don’t occupy - we don’t exist. As far as this space is concerned, if you are not
there now or have never been there, there is no memory of us for that space - therefore, we
don’t exist for it.

‘’Who are we then who are we now’’ ?

We are energy, then we were a different kind of energy to now, and that will always be the case.
Not even in the space of years but minutes, it’s like we are a volcano of thoughts, emotions,
preferences, individually experiencing the then and now. Even when we look back at 'then', we
might feel that it is unique every time we do, as we are different energy now, which will affect our
outlook.  We are forever changing, never the same, always moving, evolving, setting opinions
and changing our minds.
It is an interesting expression - to change one’s mind, it’s like to say - I have become the other
me, so now my decision is taken up by that person, a person with a different mind. I am
interested in the multiple personalities which occur within each of us, and how complex we are
to create this one whole being.

FIRST DAY OF DUST WORKSHOP

During today's workshop, I executed a series of cameraless images based on the tasks
assigned in the homework. I projected light through pieces of dirty sellotape that 'collected' its
environment upon itself (with my help). The results were unexpectedly stunning. I have worked
a fair amount with photograms and really appreciate the beauty and potential of cameraless



photography. It was my first time to replace the negative in the slot with something else and
project light through it, and the results electrified me and inspired multiple ideas. My instinct told
me to crease the sellotape, and the effect was astonishing. I particularly adored projecting
through a wide-open aperture and the results it created, something I would 100% want to
explore further. I am very interested in a notion of collaboration with chance, where I, as an
artist, have some ideas that I project and express at the same time I choose to do so through
means that don't give me complete control. The final outcome is in some way my expression
and 'planning' and in some way, whatever it is that might happen to and with materials used,
final prints, mistakes, and random occurrences at each stage of the way. The final work would
be a collaboration with a chance.

Test strips

Tape imprinted on the floor around a fireplace on my boat

Tape imprinted with cobwebs and ceiling dust



Tape imprinted with blanket hair/residue and folded on itself. After projecting light through the
layer, I was not completely satisfied with the amount of hair - I wanted more, so I folded the tape

on itself to achieve the desired effect.

My favourite one - I imprinted the tape with my cat's hair. As I was about to project light through
it, instinct/voice in my head (however you want to call it) told me to crease it as it might create

an interesting outcome. And so I did.

What I wanted from this image was an open-wide aperture that created an exquisite outcome
(as you can see on pictures below), but I struggled to achieve that as with f stop wide open,
even one-second exposure was too long, and the photograph was coming out black. It forced
me to close the aperture to produce a print, however, it was not 100% what I had in mind as I
was really after the blurred effect that came from low f stop. I have taken some photos with my
camera to capture my vision, which gave me an idea. Perhaps projecting with the settings that
fulfil the desired effect, but rather than doing a print, photographing a projection with another
camera on a tripod with a long exposure time would be a way to solve this problem? Something



I am definitely revisiting in the future. The otherworldly images I made fully imprinted on my
mind and heart.

Open-wide aperture results that I am endeavouring to print or photograph

After a few inspiring and groundbreaking (I love this term) hours, we proceeded to print some of
our works and conclusions. We spent a few hours printing, which was a great experience as I
still feel unconfident when it comes to that as I hadn't done much of it because of the remote
learning last year. I found myself not needing much, or any, assistance, and successfully
scanning and printing my art on high quality and large scale, which made me feel assured and
encouraged for the future.

At the end of an excellent day of learning, we all hung our pieces on the wall. It was great to see
everyone's efforts and concepts, a truly rewarding experience, and I feel inspired thinking about
the future.



Dust workshop (2021)

https://vimeo.com/635624348
DAY TWO DUST WORKSHOP

Homework for day: Watch David Campany’s DUST (book) lecture.

A Handful of Dust: Lecture with David Campany (2019)

https://vimeo.com/320625163

I like Campany's story about seeing a picture of dust in the gallery and being genuinely
offended, in reaction to which he says ''I thought it was disgusting''. It's fascinating what feelings
art can provoke in us and how seemingly (or obviously) negative ones can make an impact we
wouldn't expect on us. Interestingly (and maybe a bit ironically), the entire lecture is based on
that photograph of dust and dust itself. It's a journey through time and space, iconic, timeless,
and thought-provoking. I also enjoy how he talks about smaller gallery spaces, which benefit the
spectator and the artwork presented as you ''remember everything after''. I made a mental note
on how he exhibits this particular book (books being tricky to display in gallery space) by simply
cutting it up and displaying it on a large glass surface/table. Excellent talk and a great lecturer,
which I really relished!

He discusses a journal - Litterature, which he describes as a bridge between Dada and
surrealism, also magazine Minotaur - both to look more into in the future.

https://vimeo.com/635624348
https://vimeo.com/320625163


TASK: You also need to create an approach/method/manifesto to ‘make’ a piece of work
that could be in response to an object owned or bought (maybe from a charity shop ).

Reading for Homework -  James Elkins ‘’The Object Stares Back’’ (on the nature of seeing) a
great intro book. Page (19 – 22)

This text discusses passive seeing/looking (which happens without us noticing). It declares that
''just looking is like hunting, or being hunted, but it is also kin to hypnosis, nightmares and
dreams''. I like the parallel James is making between looking and loving, and states falling in
love is much like actual falling. I have experienced it many times and can definitely confirm - it's
exactly like that.
WORKSHOP

MAKING CYANOTYPES

Cyanotypes explained:

https://parallaxphotographic.coop/how-to-make-cyanotypes/

https://parallaxphotographic.coop/how-to-make-cyanotypes/


I found out about UV light in the printing department! (that we can use after 4)

Washing out cyanotypes



Results

On this day, we experimented with photographic paper and cyanotypes chemicals. The paper
was initially tampered with in many ways (folded over, bent, even bitten - it does not taste good)
and left alone as we awaited to see the results. Towards the end of the workshop, I thought
about splashing and brushing it with cyanotype chemicals. I was very impressed with the results
that resembled digital art cosmic design backdrops. I love the process of experimenting and
finding ways of making things look like something else than what they are, that process of
transformation into something they were not designed for yet fulfilling the destiny perfectly.

Scans



Self- portrait

For this cyanotype, I decided to do a self-portrait using sellotape. I stuck the tape to parts of my
face (top to bottom), then stuck it onto a paper treated with chemicals. I really enjoy this idea
however, I think I could have done a better job if I painted my face first, so the sellotape collects
residue on it for the print, something I shall explore further, perhaps for my final project.

Transition



A concept for this piece was the transition between old and new. I thought about the building
that we are in every day, almost mindlessly gliding through its corridors, going up and down the
stairs, using the elevator, walking through the door. But it is not just any building. It witnessed
history, held memories, laughter, tears and felt the growth of individuals. I reflected on the
border where the new and old meet and focused on the area in which they merge. I spoke to
Michael in the AV store and asked him where the new and old buildings meet, and he pointed
me in the right direction. Equipped with tracing paper and charcoal, I proceeded to explore this
space of transition. I traced walls on the new and old side, the corner of the new wall and in
between - the elevator. They came together in an abstract reflection of the shifting history that
Benzie and Chatham have to tell. I am pleased with this piece and feel like it definitely opened
some doors of perception for me.

DAY 3 DUST WORKSHOP

We now need to apply the process to a concept !

Rosalind Krass - Perpetual Inventory - Specific Objects. Pg. 47 – 50.



This text speaks of art being reconstructed as a language to ''think itself''. Marcel Duchamp was
the first artist to reevaluate objects as statements, breathing life as art into them in the
proclamation ''This is art''.

''Being an artist now means to question the nature of art.''

Construct to mark, make records and investigate material. This could be inside or
outside consider site specific the physical and the transient (passing) projections over
layering masking and hiding.

Research

Marcel Duchamp

Marcel Duchamp, in full Henri-Robert-Marcel Duchamp, (born July 28, 1887, Blainville,
France—died October 2, 1968, Neuilly), French artist who broke down the boundaries between
works of art and everyday objects. After the sensation caused by Nude Descending a Staircase,
No. 2 (1912), he painted a few other pictures. His irreverence for conventional aesthetic
standards led him to devise his famous ready-mades and heralded an artistic revolution.
Duchamp was friendly with the Dadaists, and in the 1930s he helped to organize Surrealist
exhibitions. He became a U.S. citizen in 1955.
(https://www.britannica.com/biography/Marcel-Duchamp)

Bio at https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/marcel-duchamp-1036

https://www.britannica.com/art/ready-made
https://www.britannica.com/art/Dada
https://www.britannica.com/art/Surrealism
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Marcel-Duchamp
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/marcel-duchamp-1036




Marcel Duchamp interview on Art and Dada (1956)

https://youtu.be/Wuf_GHmjxLM

I just love how he talks about art and his process, so inspiring I could listen to him for hours.

Marcel Duchamp: The Art of Life (2020 NHD Documentary) (2020)

https://youtu.be/S75rlarGi64
‘’The beginning of the 20th century oversaw an era of transition from traditionalism to modernity
among social upheaval and discontent throughout the world. Among the individuals that
progressed in this era of change was Marcel Duchamp, a man whose artistic ingenuity broke
the barriers that chained art to the traditionalist and conformist styles of the past, revolutionizing
the meaning of art and what it represented.’’

Sherrie Levine

Sherrie Levine is an American appropriation artist and member of the Pictures Generation. In
her examination of the codes of representation and authenticity, Levine recreates the work of
historically significant artists, such as Walker Evans, Constantin Brancusi, Vincent van Gogh,
and Edgar Degas, among others. Her work interrogates notions of ownership and meaning by
directly confronting canonical works and the viewer in gallery or museum contexts. “The world is
filled to suffocating,” the artist has said. “Every word, every image, is leased and mortgaged. We
know what a picture is but a space in which a variety of images, none of them original, blend
and clash.” (http://www.artnet.com/artists/sherrie-levine/)

https://youtu.be/Wuf_GHmjxLM
https://youtu.be/S75rlarGi64
http://www.artnet.com/artists/walker-evans/
http://www.artnet.com/artists/constantin-brancusi/
http://www.artnet.com/artists/vincent-van-gogh/
http://www.artnet.com/artists/edgar-degas/
http://www.artnet.com/artists/sherrie-levine/


I think I will need some explanation here, as I totally don't get the premise or reconstructing
work, and even if I did, I don't understand how one would get recognised for doing other
people's work, seems to me like a blag. But maybe there is something here I am not getting...

Chiharu Shiota

Born in Osaka, Japan (1972), lives and works in Berlin. Confronting fundamental human
concerns such as life, death and relationships, Shiota explores human existence throughout
various dimensions by creating an existence in the absence either in her large-scale thread
installations that include a variety of common objects and external memorabilia or through her
drawings, sculptures, photography and videos. (https://www.chiharu-shiota.com/)

https://www.chiharu-shiota.com/


The Theatricality of Chiharu Shiota's Art | Brilliant Ideas Ep. 52 (2017)

https://youtu.be/ULpxdHy0eZc

I absolutely love her work. This is why you do research. You look at so many artists, and then
the magic happens, and you find the ones that immediately speak your heart and soul. I am so
pleased to have been introduced to this artist. I adore and relate to her way of thinking, seeing
and feeling the world, a true inspiration, the artwork I will definitely come back to repeatedly.

Elena Damiani

Born in Peru, educated in London, and currently based in both Lima and Copenhagen, Elena
Damiani creates installations, objects, and works on paper that focus on the politics of space
and memory. Partially trained as an architect, Damiani frequently portrays landscapes and
buildings, marking them as sites of loneliness and desolation. She often draws on collage

https://youtu.be/ULpxdHy0eZc


techniques and historical architecture books for inspiration, and the stone and glass in her
sculptures recall the environments she studies and refracts. Her work raises questions about
legacy and place in relation to monuments and the built environment. Damiani recently won a
commission to create an installation in the David Rockefeller Atrium in New York City.
(https://www.artsy.net/artist/elena-damiani)

A very diverse artist. I appreciate some of her art, some I am not so fond of. I particularly like her
geometrical art and unique photomontages.

Elena Damiani (Peru) (2017)

https://youtu.be/YA8AzVC316c

A captivating video in which Elena speaks about her practice, inspirations and processes. She
talks about her work in an eloquent, sophisticated yet not over the top way, which is very
engaging. I find that in the art world, there is a predisposition to overly complex language, which
I think is unnecessary. I think Elena is a prime example of presenting work with sophistication
and refinement and still being engaging and easy to connect with any person, not just people in
the arts. Isn't one of the values and functions of art to be able to touch anyone's heart?
Shouldn't art be all-inclusive?

Hiroshi Sugimoto

https://www.artsy.net/artist/elena-damiani
https://youtu.be/YA8AzVC316c


Hiroshi Sugimoto is a contemporary Japanese photographer whose esoteric practice explores
memory and time. Using the intrinsic quality of long exposure photography, the artist provides
insight into how the medium can both obscure and alter reality. Influenced by Dadaist and
Surrealist theory, Sugimoto’s Seascapes, Dioramas, and Theaters, craft mysterious scenes from
vernacular subject matter. “Photography is like a found object. A photographer never makes an
actual subject; they just steal the image from the world,” the artist said. “Photography is a
system of saving memories. It's a time machine, in a way, to preserve the memory, to preserve
time.” Born on February 23, 1948, in Tokyo, Japan, he graduated with a degree in sociology and
politics from Rikkyo University in 1970. The artist went on to receive his BFA in photography
from the Art Center College of Design in Los Angeles, before moving to New York in the
mid-1970s. (http://www.artnet.com/artists/hiroshi-sugimoto/)

http://www.artnet.com/artists/hiroshi-sugimoto/


Hiroshi Sugimoto Interview: Between Sea and Sky (2018)

https://youtu.be/JWh4t67e5GM

Fascinating interview, I especially value his concept of seascapes as a shared vision of the
world unchanged for ancient and modern humans.

Sophie Tottie (sketches for white lines)

http://www.sophietottie.net/exhibitions/2012-white-lines-emmetal-works-and-drawingsem/

Paintings and drawings on steel, copper, acrylic glass, canvas, and paper. Linear or circular
marks alternately block the reflection or move the light in an almost kinetic way as the spectator
approaches the works or steps away from them.
(https://www.mullenbooks.com/pages/books/178730/daniel-marzona/sophie-tottie-white-lines-w
orks-2008-2011)

https://youtu.be/JWh4t67e5GM
http://www.sophietottie.net/exhibitions/2012-white-lines-emmetal-works-and-drawingsem/
https://www.mullenbooks.com/pages/books/178730/daniel-marzona/sophie-tottie-white-lines-works-2008-2011
https://www.mullenbooks.com/pages/books/178730/daniel-marzona/sophie-tottie-white-lines-works-2008-2011


Gerhards Richter

Bio at https://www.gerhard-richter.com/en/

https://www.gerhard-richter.com/en/


Katie Patterson

Katie Paterson (born 1981, Scotland) is widely regarded as one of the leading artists of her
generation. Collaborating with scientists and researchers across the world, Paterson’s projects
consider our place on Earth in the context of geological time and change. Her artworks make
use of sophisticated technologies and specialist expertise to stage intimate, poetic and
philosophical engagements between people and their natural environment. Combining a
Romantic sensibility with a research-based approach, conceptual rigour and coolly minimalist
presentation, her work collapses the distance between the viewer and the most distant edges of
time and the cosmos.

Katie Paterson has broadcast the sounds of a melting glacier live, mapped all the dead stars,
compiled a slide archive of darkness from the depths of the Universe, created a light bulb to
simulate the experience of moonlight, and sent a recast meteorite back into space. Eliciting
feelings of humility, wonder and melancholy akin to the experience of the Romantic sublime,
Paterson's work is at once understated in gesture and yet monumental in scope.
(www.katiepaterson.org)

http://www.katiepaterson.org


Daisuke Yokota

The highly experimental photographer Daisuke Yokota works with both digital and physical
darkroom tools to create images that range from moody black-and-white portraits to high-keyed
abstractions. In 2016, Yokota received the Foam Paul Huf Award, one of the highest distinctions
awarded to talented contemporary photographers under the age of 35. Images from his “Color
Photographs” series —which he creates using cameraless photography and intentionally
damaged negatives —feature swirls of iridescent colour. The series exemplifies his
process-heavy approach, which can include applying flames to prints or using images as
sculptural elements. Yokota’s accolades also include the Photo London’s inaugural John Kobal
Residency Award in 2015. His photographic manipulations appear as individual artworks and
also in zines and books, and his works are housed in institutional collections including the
Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Foam Fotografiemuseum in the Netherlands, the Musée d’Art
Moderne de Paris, and the New York Public Library. (https://www.artsy.net/artist/daisuke-yokota)

Daisuke Yokota & Aki Onda "Forgot to Answer" EXCERPT (2015)

https://youtu.be/XTsTH7e5Ylw

I am not sure what I have just watched, so I've written down some words that came to me while
watching this video: bodies, shapes, colours, light and shadow, windows to the subconscious,
corners, processes, skin, degeneration, space and time, origin, birth, geometry.

The article
https://www.foam.org/nl/talent/spotlight/daisuke-yokota-synaesthesia
talks about the relationship between music and art and mentions a few artists that tackled this
subject over the years, eg. Georgia O’Keeffe experimented with “the idea that music could be
translated into something for the eye”. Daisuke Yokota talks about his inspiration drawn from
Aphex Twin, his process and striving to ''evoke the aspect of time in his work''.

https://www.artsy.net/artist/daisuke-yokota
https://youtu.be/XTsTH7e5Ylw
https://www.foam.org/nl/talent/spotlight/daisuke-yokota-synaesthesia


“But by accentuating the materiality of the film, which by nature is more real than the
documented image, the image actually becomes more abstract, and I'm interested in this
reversed perspective.”

Additionally, the article talks about synaesthesia, ''the curious condition where there is a
mingling of the senses due to cross-wiring in the brain. Hearing a musical note, for example,
might cause a person with synaesthesia to see a particular colour''. I am very familiar with
synaesthesia, as my partner has that gift, and as a visual artist, he 'uses' it in his artwork
regularly.

Interesting work by Christiane Feser in which she elevates ordinary objects, giving them new life
and deeper meaning. (https://christianefeser.de/works/)

Amazing article
https://www.nationalgeographic.co.uk/photography/2020/12/longest-known-exposure-taken-by-
makeshift-camera-forgotten-inside-uk-telescope?fbclid=IwAR0OGYemqfe1DwxlkUqWKQfMn7L
ZgrALgfxCJd8UmPRdtM97xoHgwwbdlxQ
about longest known exposure ''Taken on a pinhole camera made from a beer can lined with
photo paper, the image shows the rising and falling of the sun over the period of eight years.''

“Although the invisible has been captured, it has also erased the visible.”
Regina Valkenborgh

“Photography is often used to centralise and immortalise our existence, and this image does the
exact opposite. I see this as a poignant reminder of human life being part of something much
bigger.”

Regina
Valkenborgh

DUST DAY 3

On that day, we focused on learning how to colour print. It was a very productive and valuable
day during which I learned a lot. Unfortunately, I was unlucky as my enlarger stopped working
halfway through, and I had to start again, which set me back and put me off.  I intend to develop
skills in this area as it is an entirely new to me process.

https://christianefeser.de/works/
https://www.nationalgeographic.co.uk/photography/2020/12/longest-known-exposure-taken-by-makeshift-camera-forgotten-inside-uk-telescope?fbclid=IwAR0OGYemqfe1DwxlkUqWKQfMn7LZgrALgfxCJd8UmPRdtM97xoHgwwbdlxQ
https://www.nationalgeographic.co.uk/photography/2020/12/longest-known-exposure-taken-by-makeshift-camera-forgotten-inside-uk-telescope?fbclid=IwAR0OGYemqfe1DwxlkUqWKQfMn7LZgrALgfxCJd8UmPRdtM97xoHgwwbdlxQ
https://www.nationalgeographic.co.uk/photography/2020/12/longest-known-exposure-taken-by-makeshift-camera-forgotten-inside-uk-telescope?fbclid=IwAR0OGYemqfe1DwxlkUqWKQfMn7LZgrALgfxCJd8UmPRdtM97xoHgwwbdlxQ


WORKSHOP RESULTS

Enlarger 1

Enlarger 2

DUST DAY 4

On this day, we learned how to make salt prints and continued to develop our colour printing
skills. It's been excellent learning all these new processes and gaining knowledge on colour
printing and many other things. I feel incredibly inspired and stimulated, and can't wait to put it
all to practice!

How to make salt prints:
https://www.lomography.com/magazine/234914-alternative-processes-how-to-make-salt-prints

https://www.lomography.com/magazine/234914-alternative-processes-how-to-make-salt-prints


Salt prints

Progress at color printing



Tutorial with Alan 22.03.21

NOTES: juxtapositioning, artefacts, you don't reach too far just bring things together, you don't
have to use a process we used, things of contemplation, buy an old item, fabrics have
memories, measuring your domestic space, play with the object, the history of someone through
the element of association, pick a book make smth of it, make a process, walk of nostalgia,
things that don't physical legacy but have influence, steven gills booking slips, give people a bit
of paper and see what they make, series of disappointment Steven Gill, consumerism, 50 p
stuff, things that nobody wants, cups on a string, sound piece, lost property, things lost,
overlooked, shoe contact with journeys, narrative, fictional and face, it's about finding an
association, timeline, pencil wearing out- evidence on paper. mark-making process -
photography, deconstruct photography into the mark-making process, dig a hole maybe what
you dig out is a history of a field, find a process to repeat methodology, leave something for
people to think about.

Stephen Gill A Series of Disappointments

These betting slips were discarded in and around many betting shops (71 at the time of
publication) in the borough of Hackney in north-east London. The average number of betting
shops in other London boroughs is 23.Each of these papers began as hope, were shaped by
loss or defeat, then cast aside. These new forms perhaps now possess a state of mind, shaped
by nervous tension and grief. After these images were made, little autopsies were performed on
the papers to reveal the failed bets held within. If betting shops move into places previously
occupied by banks or solicitors, they are classed as financial services and don't have to apply
for any special permit. In such numbers, they are beginning to feel like a burden around a
borough that is trying to improve itself and the lives of its residents, and to shake off its bad
reputation. (https://www.nobodybooks.com/product/a-series-of-disappointments-blue-red)

https://www.nobodybooks.com/product/a-series-of-disappointments-blue-red


Another good aricle about 'Series of Disappontmnents'
http://5b4.blogspot.com/2008/05/series-of-disappointments-by-stephen.html

Robert Rauschenberg Nabisco (Shredded Wheat)

I found the DUST workshop incredibly inspiring, challenging, confusing, stimulating and
eye-opening. It was a real challenge to respond to this task, and I feel like I pushed my
boundaries with it and progressed my practice. I also found some amazing artists whose work I
will be revisiting regularly.

DUST RESPONSE PROJECT

To begin this project, I made a little google document in which I collected all the thoughts,
pointers, tutorials and anything else that could help me define a subject to explore on the DUST
theme. I also read all the recommended texts and did a comprehensive research on the artists.
Then I sat down brainstorming ideas (see notes).

dust project
Conceptualizing for DUST

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bqo1hjk9eb3OokTgCBeOcWSYES5cGP-2mAOosxQYjfA/edit?usp=sharing
http://5b4.blogspot.com/2008/05/series-of-disappointments-by-stephen.html


I thought about a few directions on where to take my project. I set on the idea based on a
random book I picked up during our PLACE project walk. However, I felt a bit cramped by a
slight mess on a boat (it gets messy quickly, and I feel like I have a space to think in my head if
it’s clean). So before embarking on my task, I decided to hoover first to give myself a tidy,
breathing space. In the process of doing that, I had a revelation! The hoover that I was going to
empty for days (but didn’t) carried around about two weeks of our home’s history! As soon as I
opened it, there was a small ball of dust/dirt/hair etc., with delicate, beautiful grey and yellow
feathers in it. It instantly made me sad, I reflected on life and death (as I always do when we get
'presents'), and I knew this would be my project. On the same day, I decided to make a book of
life and death called '62 feathers'.  I had only two working days to use the facilities (considering
the deadline being on Monday). Ambitious, but I knew I could do it!

A few days earlier, our beloved cat Alejandro Jodorowsky brought us a ‘present’ in the middle of
the night. My partner cleaned it up, but I asked him to leave the feathers as I might use them
one way or the other for my project. Not really having a plan yet, more just a feeling, I collected
them all in the box.

Preparation



As I am constantly lacking light on a narrowboat (and the weather in Peak District is not helping
either), I found a smart and cheap solution - a small, USB powered portable lightbox I found on
eBay for under £10! I am rather impressed with it, and it comes with changeable colour
backgrounds!

Making 62 feathers and Our Home cyanotypes



Polaroid of past life. I put the feathers in a jar and photographed them with Polaroid against the
sky, where they came from in the first place

Trying different filters on my digital camera (Fuji x100F)

Conversation of compressed and uncompressed past life



The overexposed photographs are inspired by an ‘accident’ I had while working in the studio
during the workshop. I unintentionally overexposed an image, causing the object to look like it’s
floating and giving it almost mystical, angelic properties. It really stuck with me, and I made a
serious mental note of it as I wanted to explore it further. I am very pleased, soon enough, I had
an opportunity to do so.

Analogue photographs for the project NIKON FM2 (film processed and scanned by me)



I chose these two images for my book

I experimented with a material that lightbox is made of and the shadow of my hand, not sure
where I was going with it but really enjoying the natural process occurring.

I found it very interesting working with this material (the matt, plastic-like cover that the lightbox
is made of). I like the effect it creates and would like to explore working with it in the future.

Cyanotype for the book of life  ‘62 feathers’



'Homestead' cyanotype made with two weeks of dust collected in the hoover

I experimented with luminograms, I covered photographic paper directly with dust also, I put a
jar full of dust on top of it

Prototype of my book of life formulating, front and back cover



I decided to use the book I found in the PLACE workshop as a front and back cover. For the
front cover, I made a collage and decided to ‘write’ a DADA style poem. As I decided to call the
book sixty-two feathers, I went to the sixty-second page of the book, cut out all the words and
selected them at random, glueing them to the front page in the order I picked them. When
choosing bits of paper with words, I projected the thoughts of wanting this poem to represent the
life and death of this bird and to represent the 62 feathers book.

Dada poetry

https://youtu.be/fBS-9Tm7EmQ

For the back cover, I decided to throw all of the other words together onto the scanner. After
scanning, I merged it with an image of my hand and using the opacity option I adjusted it to the
desired level.

https://youtu.be/fBS-9Tm7EmQ


I selected additional images for the book, all based on the thought of the cycle of life and death,
its appearance and disappearance

Additionally, I created a series of gifs where I wanted to express the same emotion.



https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1mLKYVyIgeiMHYMW3Rkvf4OELRHdaJUN6?usp=sharin
g

I then used a saddle stitch to bind the pages together using a YouTube tutorial

https://youtu.be/aWHkY5jOoqM

FINAL RESULTS

62 FEATHERS

62 feathers

https://vimeo.com/641204918

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1mLKYVyIgeiMHYMW3Rkvf4OELRHdaJUN6?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1mLKYVyIgeiMHYMW3Rkvf4OELRHdaJUN6?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/aWHkY5jOoqM
https://vimeo.com/641204918


TECHNICAL WORKSHOPS

FILM PROCESSING INDUCTION (colour and b&w) 27th of September

One of my favourite and most crucial workshops that I have been waiting for since last year. I
really felt like something was missing, like I lacked the essential skill to be fully involved in the
film developing process, beginning to the end. Finally acquired the knowledge and skills to
process the film myself after this workshop, which made me feel so empowered and content. I
decided, to gain confidence, I'll start with the easier option and process colour film first. The first
film came out relatively successful, and the mistakes I made taught me valuable lessons for the
future (plus, I actually love the results of film folding over/getting damaged). My second film was



medium format (6x4.5cm from Mamiya 645 Pro TL) which came out fine but still, I made some
errors. My third film came out perfectly. From then, I processed successfully two black and white
films in 35mm and medium format. At present, I feel confident processing colour and black and
white film (yet, I still need to practice for it to take hold well).

After each processing, I booked a scanner and scanned all the photos onto my laptop, then filed
away my negatives.

https://vimeo.com/635609891

Some interesting and exciting outcomes came to life through my errors in film processing.

I really didn't expect it to look this good when put together. But it does, and it named itself 2. It
did itself while I was working on the blog. It reminded me of something I keep forgetting about (I
think it's because it is not in my nature, yet, to put images together to achieve one, more

https://vimeo.com/635609891


compelling one). It's something I definitely need to work on, as there is real potential to this
method, but I keep overlooking it. I need to develop some good habits.

STUDIO LIGHTING WORKSHOP 21st of September

The first workshop was in the studio, and I felt slightly intimidated by it. By try and error and
under the supervision and guidance of our tutor and AV store staff, we learned the basics of the
studio environment.
We tried various lights and light diffusers, learned about syncing flash with the camera, changed
backgrounds and photographed each other and random objects we brought. I think we all felt a
bit more comfortable in the studio by the end of the workshop. It was a comprehensive
hands-on learning and a great social experience, both things I really missed last year.



I love how these overexposed images came out, almost like floating in the air. It stimulated my
creative mind with a lot of ideas, something I will definitely explore more.





We had such a good time working together that we decided to form a learning group and book a
studio collectively to practice and get more accustomed to the studio equipment and
surroundings.

FUJI GFX DIGITAL MEDIUM FORMAT 4th of October

A beneficial and informative induction to FUJI GFX medium format digital camera, during which I
learned how to use it, the pros and cons of this equipment (what it is best for shooting and what
to avoid). After this induction, I feel confident that I could utilise it successfully and I intend to
rent it out to get more accustomed to it in the near future.

5x4 LARGE FORMAT CAMERAS 4th of October

I got an induction to large format last year when I requested it, and my tutor and consistently
helpful staff at the AV store accommodated my inquiry. I was really pleased with the results, as it
was my first time using a field camera. I only used 35mm before, so I skipped medium format at
that moment and jumped into deep water (I got onto medium format after large format, taking an
unusual route). I feel pretty confident with the medium, yet I felt like a good refresher could only



benefit me. The induction was excellent and in-depth. I also got to know new equipment
introduced at MMU, which is very exciting, and I can't wait to try it.

Winter 2020

Darkroom prints from a large format camera



PHOTOGRAMMETRY INDUCTION 4th of October

During my induction to photogrammetry with Ursula Ackah, I learned about what photogrammetry is and
how to create 3d Images with the appropriate software.

''Photogrammetry is defined by the American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS)
as “the art, science, and technology of obtaining reliable information about physical objects and the
environment, through processes of recording, measuring, and interpreting imagery and digital
representations of energy patterns derived from non contact sensor systems” (Colwell, 1997:3).''

Informative article about photogrammetry and its history at
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/photogrammetry.

Personally, it is not something that interests me much, but as usual, I thought it would be advantageous
for me and my practice to find a bit more about it. Soon enough, we had a talk with Ben Mcdowell, who
spoke of photogrammetry, and I felt acquainted and followed his lecture better for understanding what he
refers to and how it works.

I was not present at the advanced class as it collided with another workshop I wanted to attend.

PHASE ONE TETHERED SHOOTING IN THE STUDIO 5th of October

I think of myself more as an analogue than a digital photographer, but also an adaptable
chameleon, so despite really not seeing my future working in the studio, I take every opportunity
to learn new skills. You never know what the future brings and how these seemingly irrelevant
(to me) workshops might become very useful, open doors to other things that excite me and
stimulate ideas. More often than I would expect, I end up really enjoying the activity and
appreciate the things learned, even if they are not applicable in my habitual practice. We studied
very professional equipment (Digital Camera - Phase One IQ 140 Medium Format) used in
high-end photoshoots, familiarised ourselves with it through utilising it as well as the software
associated with it. At the end of the workshop, I felt more confident within this area of
photographic work. I intend to develop this skill and confidence with the equipment over the next
year of studying.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/photogrammetry


PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY IN THE STUDIO 5th of October

On the third day in the studio, I started feeling more acquainted and confident. The once
intimidating space is now more familiar, friendly and apprehended to me. Working in groups, we
acquired knowledge on different types of light we can create in the studio: Rembrandt, split,
broad, butterfly. It was a rewarding day, and it felt good to understand my way around the
equipment, settings etc., more and more with each time coming to the studio.

A helpful article on all types of light we can create in the studio
https://www.shootfactory.co.uk/what-photography-studio-lighting-is-the-best/

Rembrandt light

Rembrandt light

https://www.shootfactory.co.uk/what-photography-studio-lighting-is-the-best/


Split light using light diffusers/softboxes

Split light using light diffusers/softboxes

Split light using light diffusers/softboxes

Split light using light diffusers/softboxes

Broad lighting



FLASH GUNS INDUCTION 7th of October

Throughout this workshop, we learned how to use a flashgun. It was a significant experience for
me, as I am not keen on flash because of the results it produces (I call it ambient thief), so I
really pushed myself to do it. After today I don't dislike it anymore, moreover, I understand it and
know how to use it. A comprehensive workshop covered a variety of setups and uses of the
flashgun. One that I found particularly appealing is a technique of bouncing flash of the
walls/ceiling, which produces subtle, warm images that I am interested in. I suppose it's not
something I will work with a lot (but then, who knows?!), but I believe it's very advantageous for
me to grasp how to utilise it with confidence. The more I know, the more I expand my practice,
so every little bit of information I acquire I consider extremely valuable and take on with gravity.



ADVANCED DSLR CAMERAS 7th of October

This class was good, however, it was definitely not an advanced DSLR but an introductory one.
I went to this workshop hoping to find out something I don't know, but it just covered the basics
of camera usage that I am familiar with.

I completed Hasselblad induction online, so I feel prepared to use this more advanced
equipment to obtain high-quality scans.

The only induction I didn't attend was the Digital Darkroom induction due to being away for my
birthday.



LECTURES

On September 22nd, we had a lecture with James Dewhirst https://jamesdewhirst.co.uk

Introduction of James from Village Green email: James Dewhirst (b.1999) is a fine art and
documentary photographer based in Manchester, England. James’ art practice questions ideas
of place by concentrating on surrounding objects and people he encounters. His work aims to
trigger conversations about our current human experience.

During the talk, James speaks about exploring his perception of landscape and how it is
changing. He questions ideas of control over the landscape and positions himself between
natural and artificial scenery to see how it influences his sense of place.

Useful information/tips from James:

● Format festival https://formatfestival.com
● Harris museum https://www.theharris.org.uk/ (this and other remote opportunities)
● collaboration with The Yard (great place to check out and get involved with)
● Saturday Club https://www.art.mmu.ac.uk/outreach/youngpeople/saturdayclub/
● working on community projects opens the door to practice in different disciplines

https://contactmcr.com/

https://jamesdewhirst.co.uk
https://formatfestival.com
https://www.art.mmu.ac.uk/outreach/youngpeople/saturdayclub/


The second speaker on that day was Audrey Albert https://audreyalbert.com

Introduction of Audrey from Village Green email: Audrey Albert is a maker, artist and
photographer. Her research-led practise enables her to consider and investigate themes of
national identity, collective memory, displacement, tradition, and denial. Born in Mauritius with
Chagossian origins, she studied Political Science with a specialisation in Media and
Communication at the University of Mauritius from 2009 - 2013. Audrey is currently based in
Manchester after studying photography at the Manchester School of Art at Manchester
Metropolitan University (MMU) between 2015 - 2018.

Audrey is a photographer and creative facilitator (what does it mean? *). She talks about the
cultural shock she experienced when moving to the UK and the sense of being lost studying
art-based courses for the first time, which I find very relevant. I think we can all relate to the
initial overwhelming feeling of confusion when starting university and working things out. She
talks about her Mauritian heritage and how through exploring it, she found out a shocking truth
about her ancestry - Chagossians, who were cast away unfairly from their home islands. She
speaks about her interesting artistic journey, and the moral of her (and many other guest's
stories) is that you can never know what could come your way. Things can change when it
comes to your aims and aspirations now vs where you might be in the future, the important thing
is to do what you love with passion, listen to your heart, seize opportunities and appreciate and
accept what comes your way. Also, AIM HIGH.

Useful information/tips from Audrey:

● keep getting involved with opportunities
● stay updated and involved
● FUTURE FIRES https://contactmcr.com/project/future-fires/ (a program where you get

trained, mentored and funded to come up with creative community projects within your
community)

● MIF https://mif.co.uk/

* What is the role of a facilitator? The definition of facilitate is "to make easy" or "ease a
process." What a facilitator does is plan, guide and manage a group event to ensure that the

https://audreyalbert.com


group's objectives are met effectively, with clear thinking, good participation and full buy-in
from everyone who is involved.

On September 29th we had a lecture by Yan Preston.

https://www.yanwangpreston.com/ y.w.preston@hud.ac.uk
Introduction of Yan from Village Green email: Dr. Yan Wang Preston is a British-Chinese artist
interested in the contested conditions, perceptions and representations of nature in
contemporary societies. Keywords for her research and practice include landscape imagery,
identity, photographic methods and the environment. Her major projects include: Mother River
(2010-2014), for which she conducted a series of performances along the Yangtze River in
China before photographing the entire 6,211km river course at precise 100km intervals; and
Forest (2010-2017), for which she investigated the complexities around urban reforestation and
ecology recovery projects in two new Chinese cities. Both projects were published as
photobooks by Hatje Cantz in 2018.Preston’s work has won many international awards and her
work is also featured in numerous newspapers and magazines. Preston was originally trained in
Clinical Medicine in China. She was awarded a PhD in Photography from the University of
Plymouth, UK, in 2018. She lectures at the University of Huddersfield, UK.

In this talk, Yan spoke about her enormous photographic project - the mother river when she
photographed the river Yangtze from its source to the sea. The Yangtze, a national (and
international) icon, juxtaposes natural beauty and severe pollution that exist within its realm.
She points out that a negative image is portrayed particularly by western photographers, who
only show the destruction, ''but the river has so much more to offer'' - she says.
It sprang questions in Yan's head - why is there such a difference in the view on the same river?
Likely, that is how the project started formulating.

Yan examines her connection to the land and the river as a symbol, investigating what it
represents and how close it is to reality.
She stresses the importance of exploring and experimenting as a significant part of the artistic
journey we all have to embark upon and how vital it is for our growth.

mailto:y.w.preston@hud.ac.uk


The lesson here is to be observant, examine things, wonder and ask questions. Be tuned in and
be curious because, without this curiosity, you may miss an opportunity for a great idea/project.
Also, an important message from this talk, on how inspiration, concepts, and a drive can come
from research. Not all ideas are just magically bestowed upon you. Some only come if you put a
lot of work in and stimulate your creative mind.

Useful information/tips from Yan:

● recommended portfolio review at FORMAT in Derby
https://portfolioreview.formatfestival.com/

On October 6th we had lecture with Ben Donnell https://benmcdonnell.co.uk

Introduction of Ben from Village Green email: Ben graduated with a masters degree in
photography from the Royal College of Art In 2017, his undergraduate degree was in jazz
composition and performance from Leeds College of Music. As such, his work uses
photography, sound and sculpture to raise questions around stability, support and structure -
seeking to make a relationship between sound, image and the spaces we inhabit. Ben was
recently selected for Members Open at Outpost Gallery in Norwich, the Chisenhale Studio
Residency in 2019 and by Outset Contemporary Art Fund for a residency in Vancouver, this was
supported by the British Council and Vancouver Biennale. In 2018 He completed a studio
residency and exhibition with PADA in Lisbon, Portugal, and was commissioned to make new
work for Concealer, part of Peckham 24 photography festival. His work has been shown
internationally and is held in public and private collections. Ben is a lecturer on the photography
BA and MA programme here at Manchester School of Art and is a PhD candidate at
Goldsmiths, University of London.

Ben analyses the relationship between sound and silence/stillness and flux, space and
structure. Residency with building expanding -interesting recording of our virtual room space-
very cool, it makes you wonder about the space we occupy and how we affect it and merge with
it.

https://benmcdonnell.co.uk


It was an excellent lecture that I have taken from a lot, especially concerning the PLACE
workshop, as what Ben presents/sees as the place is out of the ordinary and inspiring. I was
impressed with the work he did during residency, where he investigated the expanding,
'breathing' building. I think this very overlooked and fascinating notion has great potential yet to
be further explored.

I enjoyed the experiment with the recording of our virtual room. It made me wonder about the
space we occupy and how we affect it and merge with it. Ben mentions the concept of a pop-up
exhibition, where the area is temporarily transformed into an exhibition place, set up without any
permission from the council every year. I particularly like this idea and see it as a radical act in
the interest of art, which I completely support, agree with, and it makes me feel inspired. I love
the idea of momentarily occupying space with art only for it to disappear. I relish how special it
makes it and recognise the element of Mono-ha* to this ephemeral act.
In this lecture, Ben talks about photogrammetry. It was great to see his work with it, especially
after attending a photogrammetry workshop recently, which made me understand his work in
more depth. I admire his mixing of the media comfortably and experimentally but also with
design and plan in mind.

When referring to the musical performance project he was a part of, I noted how he converses
about adjusting a key per different room they used to perform. With the various resonances of
each space, the key had to change accordingly, making the room an instrument (probably the
most important one), which is a phenomenal concept. I found it very interesting to find out about
ANECHOIC CHAMBER*. I am fascinated by this space, and after hearing Ben talking about it, I
intend to visit it myself. ''Experience with nothing but silence'' sounds like something I have
never sensed before, and I am ALWAYS after new experiences! He mentions how the brain tries
to confabulate the situation and creates images and colours when submitted to this unusual
situation. Overall, I found this lecture incredibly eye-opening and inspiring, additionally a great
source of information on residencies, opportunities and ways to develop as an artist.



Useful information/tips from Ben:

● www.passen-gers.co.uk
● go check out Manchester library (as a building and acoustically)
● residencies are an excellent way to expand your work, experiment, grow and make

connections. Furthermore, the exhibition at the end residency is a way of solidifying the
idea and finalising it (cause you have to show it to the people).

● derby.openrepository.com/handle/10545/626031
● https://www.paradise-works.com/news
● http://www.nwcdtp.ac.uk/funding-prospective-students
● http://www.islingtonmill.com/about-us/who-we-are-4
● https://www.jofreeman.com/joreen/tyranny.htm

John Cage about silence (2007) https://youtu.be/pcHnL7aS64Y

I love a couple of quotes I picked up from this short extract.
''The sound is acting''
'' There are two things that don't have to mean anything, one is music and the other is
laughter. - Immanuel Kant, then he says ''don't have to mean anything, that is, in order to
give us a very deep pleasure''.

Ben mentioned Marcel Duchamp 'Sculpture musicale'.
Musical Sculpture - Marcel Duchamp (2011) https://youtu.be/TYGUERvcjZQ

Both the video and the article below give insight into Marcel Duchamp's musical
compositions.
https://www.openculture.com/2016/04/hear-marcel-duchamps-radically-conceptual-musi
cal-compositions-1912-1915.html

*MONO-HA ''In the thoroughly mined field of mid century art, few stones have been left
unturned by ferreting curators or opportunistic dealers and collectors. So it’s somewhat
surprising that, in the American art world at least, the mention of Mono-ha still brings
mostly shrugs. But thanks to interest among some high-profile players, there’s growing
curatorial and market awareness of the short-lived Japanese art movement, which lasted
roughly from 1968 to 1973.

Mono-ha, usually translated as “School of Things,” was the name given to a loosely
associated group of artists, most of whom graduated from Tokyo’s Tama Art University
during the youth-driven unrest of the late ’60s. Their work was stridently
anti-modernist-primarily sculptures and installations that incorporated basic materials
such as rocks, sand, wood, cotton, glass and metal, often in simple arrangements with
minimal artistic intervention. More experiential than visual, Mono-ha works tended to
demand patience and reflection. Many were also ephemeral. For both artistic and
practical reasons, the often site-specific pieces were usually destroyed. There

https://youtu.be/pcHnL7aS64Y
https://youtu.be/TYGUERvcjZQ


were no buyers, and the artists couldn’t or wouldn’t preserve them. In other words,
Mono-ha was deeply at odds with what today’s market craves most: brand-name,
high-gloss art with instant visual pop.''
(www.artnews.com/art-in-america/features/mono-ha-moment-62919)

Meet the Korean master behind Japan's postwar avant-garde art movement (2021)
https://youtu.be/dBwrn8NKGDA

Lee Ufan in conversation with Hans Ulrich Obrist (2018)
https://youtu.be/NewS80v4BTU

The anechoic chamber * is immensely quiet and with no room reflections. This makes it
ideal for testing very quiet products or hearing very quiet sounds. This is a room that is
acoustically like being high above the ground in the open air because there are no
reflections from the walls, floor or ceiling. This means it is ideal for testing the response
of loudspeakers or microphones because the room doesn’t affect the measurements. It
is also the best place for virtual acoustics – generating auralisations of concert halls, city
streets and other spaces.

More at https://acoustictesting.salford.ac.uk/acoustic-laboratories/anechoic-chamber/

360 video of Anechoic Chamber, Salford University (2016)
https://youtu.be/AKcNTAQ0f7g

Can Silence Actually Drive You Crazy? (2014)
https://youtu.be/mXVGIb3bzHI

On the 12th of October, we had a lecture with Rebecca Howard.
https://www.rebeccahowardphotography.com r.howard@derby.ac.uk

Introduction of Rebbeca from Village Green email: Born in 1989, Rebecca Howard is an
artist and academic living in Sheffield and working at Derby University. Through her
practice, Rebecca engages with photography, sculpture, and installation to consider the
ways in which photographic images mediate and shape our experiences of the built
environment.  Her recently completed PhD practice-research (Manchester School of Art)
investigates the spatial and dimensional qualities of the photographic paper print and its
capacity to generate form and reconfigure interior space.

Rebbeca delivered a relevant lecture on space and place topics, which we addressed
over the past weeks. She explores all kinds of spaces: repetitive, commercial, zoo and
museum enclosures, digital, photorealism. Later on, her works take an experimental tone
when she manipulates photographs and prints. It teaches me how unknown is our future
as artists and how significant every step that we take is, one might not realise or

http://www.artnews.com/art-in-america/features/mono-ha-moment-62919
https://youtu.be/dBwrn8NKGDA
https://youtu.be/NewS80v4BTU
https://acoustictesting.salford.ac.uk/acoustic-laboratories/anechoic-chamber/
https://youtu.be/AKcNTAQ0f7g
https://youtu.be/mXVGIb3bzHI
mailto:r.howard@derby.ac.uk


appreciate it at the moment, but it all builds a strong foundation for what we will become.
I read somewhere recently, ''if you are not moving forward, you are standing still'', and it
became like a mantra to me. You need to constantly push forward as it is the only way to
evolve and progress. Rebecca's story is yet another perfect illustration of that.
Additionally, I learned from this talk how critical is a quality presentation. I found this one
monotonous and big-worded, and as a result, it was very difficult to take it in and get
stimulated.

Useful information/tips from Rebbeca:

● Again residencies are mentioned as a great way to expand and develop practice
● Her PhD sponsored north-west consortium, also she got offered a placement by

them http://www.nwcdtp.ac.uk/
● Beatriz Colomina (writer) Guilliana Bruno (writer) Claire Zimmerman (writer) on

spatial montage/spatial qualities of photograph/film

On the 20th of October we had a lecture with David Penny. www.davidpenny.info

Introduction of David from Village Green email: My projects are often developed over time, in
response to site and location and informed through personal experience and close observation
of a workplace or space of production. I’m interested. in re-framing objects, materials and
histories that have become overlooked or are remnants of technologies of making. My work
ranges from what might be considered more traditional still and moving image-making, to
sculptural processes; creating objects specifically to be photographed as well as working with
digital renders, animation and 3D print.

In his lecture, David talked about his recent project 'A Fallen Line of Marbel Drums'. It is about a
collapsed column in Athens, and he produced the work using the photogrammetry process.
David analyses the circumstances of it falling, recognising the column as 'a photograph of the
wind'. He talks more about 3D modelling, and that once familiar with it, he started to see
everything as potential models, which is an interesting premise. David Talks about
photogrammetry software, how it works, and how its application in his practice. He also
discusses a fascinating notion of a consistently changing relationship between the body and
technology. I found this lecture enjoyable, yet I am not, in the slightest, interested in creating art
digitally, so I took on board what I could from it but overall, it is not massively relevant to my
practice.
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